
Oswald as Red, Folder #1 

New #1 Powers “Broken” pp. 234-239 on Hoover and advantage of depicting 

Oswald as a Kted; at least initially. .... coincides with the Allen Tickler file. 

2. ditto 

3. ditto, 4 dit:o, 5 ditto. 6 ditto 

7. Hoover hes Oswald going to Cuba on several occasions after his 1962 return to 

the U.S. This is Hoover telling Bobby that the man “I thought” was the man who 

killed the president was not a communist but had communist leanings. Where 

did Hoover g 2t the Oswald to Cuba bit. . . 

8. My notes 9n Lanusa and DRE... check further on this 

9. Joan Mellon cites on Kurtz’s book and citation of Hunter Leake and the NO 
y “ 

station’s “truck load” of Oswald documents. .. .Might want to look up and use in 

some form o’ another. 

10. Peter D Scott. His “Deep Politics II”... . See p. 87 Connects Lanusa as DRE 

intelligence cfficer in Miami propagating the myth that Oswald was a Communist 

and supporter of Castro. 

11. Section f-om “The Assassinations,” Section 4 The Failure o9f the Fourth 

Estate.” CIA zame planning for discrediting books that attack the WC and the 

official solution .. .***** Could be useful... 

12. Page froin B. Hersh “Bobby and J. Edgar” ....cites the bromide that if all the 

dues-paying |°BI informants in the USCPA left the party would fold up and die. 

13. Note from “Brothers” p. 230 that Oswald as Red was aggressively pushed by 

CIA’s client gioups in the Cuban community in Miami. . .Also see p. 271 for the 

Pedro Charle; letter... .| have this in some FBI docs. 

14. Note froin Lesar that Hendrix and possibly a Gordon Maclendon were CIA 

journalists who would cooperate with the agency. ..
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15. Two news pieces on Henrix and his CIA affiliations re: Chilian coup d’etat 

engineered Ly the CIA.... 

16 Hoover memo 11/29/’63 to State Dept... .stating that Cuban community in 

Miami is stur ned by JFK’s death... Note: George Bush of CIA is alerted. . . 

16. SAC, Miaini to Director 11/23/1963 speaks about Oswald and notes he 

“speaks Sparish perfectly... .” Bringuier was the source. . . “The Dumbest.” 

17. SAC< Washington Field to Director 11/23/63 Notes story by Lanusa that 

Oswald was trying to “infiltrate” the DRE group in New Orleans. .


